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A.

The Current State of Russian Business Aviation

Based on the latest information, as presented in the table below, it now appears that sixteen
business aircraft were imported to Russia and added to the Russian aircraft registries during 2020.
And another aircraft has already been added in 2021. One other business aircraft was imported
into Russia in the last quarter of 2020 pursuant to the 83-Bis Agreement between Bermuda and
Russia.
If accurate, this level of imports of business aircraft into Russia during 2020 is a very positive
development for business aviation in Russia. It came about due to enactment as of January 1, 2020
of a zero percent (0%) import VAT rate for business aircraft imported into Russia, and due to
increased demand for corporate flights and charter flights within Russia due to Covid-19.
The aircraft which appear to have been imported and registered in Russia during 2020 appear to
be:
Make

Model

1

Cessna

2
3
4.

Serial
Number

Russian
Registration
Mark

Prior
Registration
Mark

Operator

RA-67193

N152WR

Unknown

Dassault
Dassault
Dassault

Citation CJ1 520
525
Falcon 8X
462
Falcon 8X
463
Falcon 7X

RA-09611
RA-09608
RA-09604

New
New

5

Dassault

Falcon 900C 202

RA-09617

M-TSKW

6

Dassault

Falcon
900EX
EASy

RA-09610

P4-GEM

Gazpromavia
Gazpromavia
Aircompany
North-West
LLC
Aircompany
North-West
LLC
RusJet

239
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Gulfstream

G550

5252

RA-10208

T7-GLF

8

Gulfstream

G650

6054

RA-10207

N650GL

9
10

Bombardier
Bombardier

Global 5000
Global 5000

9495
9445

RA-67246
VQ-BVA

OE-LPZ

11

Bombardier

6075

RA-67245

M-ARUB

12

Beechcraft
Corp.
Beechcraft
Corp.
Beechcraft
Corp.
Beechcraft
Corp.
Beechcraft
Corp.
Embraer
Beechcraft
Corp.

Challenger
650
(in
2021)
Hawker
800B
Hawker
800XP
Hawker
800XP
Hawker
850XP
Hawker
850XP
Legacy 600
Premier IA

Aircompany
North-West
LLC
Aircompany
North-West
LLC
AllianceJet
RusJet
(pursuant to an
83-Bis
Agreement
with Bermuda)
Unknown

258210

RA-02731

VP-CSP

Unknown

258645

RA-02794

M-HSXP

Lukoil Avia

258719

RA-02734

VP-BCW

Weltall-Avia

258845

RA-02730

YL-KSD

Weltall-Avia

258783

RA-02762

G-TLCL

Weltall-Avia

145686
RB0235

RA-02757
RA-02767

M-NJSS
T7-UTS

Dexter
Unknown

13
14
15
16
17
18

The information presented in the table above is extracted from the Russian aircraft registries,
operator websites, and business aviation data bases, and is subject to correction as more facts and
information
become
known.
See:
https://favt.gov.ru/dejatelnost-aviakompanii-reestrkomercheskie-perevozki/, https://favt.gov.ru/dejatelnost-aviakompanii-reestr-aviaciya-obchegonaznacheniya/,
and
see
https://www.flightradar24.com/data/aircraft/ra-09608,
https://www.flightradar24.com/data/aircraft/ra-09611,
https://www.northwest.aero/en/fleet/,
https://weltall.aero/en/aircraft/ (listing five other Hawkers that appear to have been registered in
Russia prior to 2020), http://www.amstatcorp.com/AboutUs/CompanySummary, and
https://www.jetnet.com/.
As the table indicates, the aircraft imported to Russia during 2020 were previously registered in
the United States, on the Isle of Man, in Aruba, in San Marino, in Austria, in Bermuda, in the
Cayman Islands, and in the UK. Another aircraft registry that is commonly used by Russian owners
is Luxembourg where Global Jet is based.
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Including the business aircraft imported and registered in Russia during 2020, it appears, based on
a review of the Russian government registries of aircraft registered in Russia for commercial use
and for general aviation purposes, there are a total of from 100 to 105 Western business aircraft
registered in Russia at the present time. The approximately 200 business aircraft beneficially
owned by Russians outside of Russia are registered in the jurisdictions listed above from which
aircraft were imported into Russia in 2020, plus on Malta and in the Baltic and Scandinavian
countries. The combined fleet of aircraft is, thus, understood to be over 300 aircraft.
In addition to aircraft imported to Russia, an unknown number more business aircraft were
acquired by Russian individuals and corporations and registered outside of Russia for private and
commercial use in 2020. High net worth Russians and Russian corporations are significant users
of business aviation and have, historically, preferred to register and operate their aircraft from
bases outside of Russia. This practice generates significant business for European aircraft operators
and banks. Knowledgeable observers estimate a total of approximately 500 business aircraft have
been bought and sold by Russian beneficial owners in recent years to arrive at a current number of
approximately 200 business aircraft that are estimated currently to be beneficially owned by
Russians and registered outside of Russia.
B.

Opportunities Facing the Sector.
Commercial Aviation

In September 2020, Vnukovo-3 published information that the number of flights served in
Vnukovo-3 in August increased by 33% as compared to 2019. See:
http://www.vnukovo.ru/en/press/news/the-number-of-flights-served-in-vnukovo-3-in-augustincreased-by-33/
Vnukovo-3 reported that it had served 3,707 flights in August 2020, which is 33% more than at
that point during 2019. Among these flights, 2,619 flights were made on international routes and
1,088 flights were domestic. Compared to August 2019, the passenger traffic of Vnukovo-3
increased by 43% and amounted to 13,192 passengers. As of January 25, 2021, Vnukovo-3 has
not published more recent information since September 2020; so, we do not yet know its year-end
results.
The charter business within Russia has benefited from the pandemic. There was much higher
charter demand in the summer and fall of 2020 than projected, and many domestic flights were for
first-time customers who were new to business jets. Such customers had previously flown business
class but have turned to chartering business jets for their business trips and for their families
because of the pandemic. Russian pilots were flying more than twice as much as the projected
number of flight hours per month – up to the maximum 90 hours per month permitted by
regulations.
This level of growth in demand for business aviation flights, based on the partial information
available regarding only the first two thirds of 2020, suggests that year-end results, once they
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become known in early 2021, will show that there are now compelling arguments for Russian and
Western operators to import more business aircraft into Russia.
Private Aviation
In addition to the growth of the commercial use of business jets in Russia during 2020, industry
participants know of other pending purchases of new, high-end aircraft by Russian corporations,
aircraft that are under construction and will be delivered in 2021 and 2022.
C

How May the Opportunities Be Seized
In Commercial Aviation

Commercial operators and large Russian corporations will continue to import aircraft to Russia,
and to renew and update their fleets, justifying a greater presence by aircraft brokers and financiers
in Russia, or, at least, a willingness to finance aircraft based there.
The importation of more aircraft to be used in commercial aviation within Russia will require
investment by shareholders and equipment financing from banks and leasing companies. Some
operators are searching for special purpose aircraft, such as aircraft equipped for medical
evacuation. The import of many aircraft to Russia will cause investments to be made in facilities
to conduct their maintenance within Russia.
It is possible that certain Western operators will place some business aircraft in Russia for use on
charter flights within Russia and other countries of the Eurasian Union. The zero percent (0%)
import VAT should remove that largest impediment to Western operators offering their services
within Russia.
There is an opportunity for Western operators to form joint ventures with Russians who control
Russian AOCs and to place aircraft on to such Russian AOCs. Russian citizens must retain
majority ownership of Russian AOCs. If a Western partner does not want to own a stake in a
Russian AOC holder, business may be conducted based on arm's length contractual relations.
With regard to possible Western financing of aircraft to be operated commercially or by
corporations within Russia, one option would be a joint venture between a Western aircraft finance
company and a Russian bank or leasing company. The Russian partner company would be
responsible for the import process, overseeing maintenance and enforcing loan and lease
agreements under Russian law and through the Russian legal system as needs arise.
In Private Aviation
High-net-worth Russians prefer not to import their aircraft into Russia, but to finance and register
them outside of Russia. This preference will continue to create business for Western banks and
operators.
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D

Challenges Facing the Sector

Political risk factors and the possible expansion of sanctions are challenges. One development is
that certain notable figures in Russian business aviation are electing not to participate in Western
business aviation conferences, but to keep a low profile apparently due to the current political
environment. There is increased tension between Russia and the West due to events surrounding
Alexey Navalny, the probability that the Biden Administration will impose more sanctions after a
pending report is completed on Russia's reported use of a chemical weapons, and pending sanctions
that may be placed on certain Russian individuals in governmental circles. In this environment, it
is likely that high net worth Russians will continue to prefer to register their aircraft in Western
aircraft registries, without direct attribution of the aircraft to their beneficial owners.
E

How Will Russian Business Aviation Look in Five Years?
An Optimistic Scenario

Political risks are reduced due to some compromise being found between Russia and Ukraine,
which would facilitate the reduction of Ukraine-related sanctions. Some compromise is found as
regards concerns about chemical weapons which would allow related sanctions to be reduced.
Some compromise is found in Russian society, allowing a new period of optimism about Russia
to commence. In such an improved environment, there would likely be significantly more
investment in the development of commercial and private business aviation in Russia because a
number of significant, well-financed operators of business aircraft in Russia are currently subject
to sanctions and could expand their businesses if relieved of sanctions.
A Less Optimistic, More Realistic Scenario
The foregoing compromises are not found, and wealthy Russians feel at risk. This would lead to
continuation of the existing business as usual and Russian-owned aircraft would predominantly
continue to be financed and registered in Europe pursuant to the same legal structures as now.
In either scenario, there are good business cases for many more aircraft to be placed in Russia for
commercial and corporate use within Russia and the other countries of the Eurasian Union.
More technical issues, involving the legal structures used to own and finance aircraft for Russian
owners in the current environment, and related VAT and other tax planning for use of aircraft
registered in Europe, are of much less importance than political risks for predicting the
development of business aviation in Russia.
F

In Conclusion

There is much work to be done over the next five years in transactions by Russians to acquire more
aircraft for use in Russia, and in the foreseeable replacement and expansion of the more than 300
aircraft that are currently understood to be owned and operated by Russians, either in Russia or
outside of Russia. There is the potential for Western operators to place aircraft in Russia for
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domestic commercial use. There is much potential for global banks and aircraft finance companies
to become engaged in financing the growth of business aviation in Russia, an industry that is
currently growing at a rapid pace.
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